What is a Healing Circle ?
A healing circle consists of three
people encircling the table and
client. As the client lies on the table
and becomes comfortable: One
person is positioned at the head and
the other at the feet. Here they use
their hands in cupped formation,
placed on either side of head and
feet. The facilitator then balances
and grounds them to the client and
Earth. This process is necessary to
maintain the client’s balance and
allow for the healing session to
proceed without interruption.
*Anyone can participate in this
circle as we all have universal
energy abound.*
There is demonstration and
instruction on energy and its use, on
the night of your event.
For information and practice
please visit:
http://www.purenlightenment.com/
html/energy.html
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This is a place new to most people, even though
energy is all around us,
the average person is unaware.
It is our goal to educate anyone willing to
accept the process and engage in the
techniques for balance and wellness.
This process is transformational in nature and
will bring about positive results.
All that is needed is acceptance and joy.
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What happens inside
the Healing Circle?

Here is the place that creates
wellness, balance, vibrational match,
assists in change
and delivers healing energy.
It starts at the soul level, radiates
into all cells , brings light into areas
off balance and restores well being,
shifts frequencies, while meeting
with Earth’s vibration.
Your angels, guides, masters and
loved ones welcome this time as
they are able to connect with you.
You are open and inviting and
this is a place that is
safe and reassuring.
Healing takes place on
many levels,
all with your permission.

YOU WILL BE
TRANSFORMED
I GUARANTEE IT
There is no need for fear…
just Pur Enlightenment

Reduce your interaction
with electronics as you
move into vibrational
balance. Your devices
may react as you
shift your frequency.
We are all just energy

What to expect
from this session
There have been many different
outcomes to the sessions,
all very positive
Some have had feelings open up,
others have had intuition crystallize,
some have seen color, felt body
temperatures alter, some have sensed
others, felted others and
heard altered sounds.
This all depends on you and
your acceptance to the process,
your willingness to being open and
receptive to incoming data.

WE ALL HAVE THE
ABILITY OF INTUITION

cleansed and brain and lymphatic
system are cleared, cells on every
level are vibrating and accelerating
their functions, to bring you into
balance and well being.

Where do I go
from here?
The world is your playground and
you have the ability to bring
anything and everything into your
life. This is just the beginning.
Healing Circles continue every
Tuesday in Orangeville, ON
Workshops on the last Tuesday
of the month.
Life is grand….do ENJOY!

What happens in the days
that follow the
healing session?
The facilitator always calls the next
day to talk about what is going
on at that point.
This is a time of process.
(Approximately 3 days)
Your body and all its properties are
being reconfigured,
cleansed and rejuvenated.
This time must be spent
taking care of you!
Go about your day as normal taking
care to rest, eat and drink plenty of
water. Water is as important as oil is
to an engine. Water clears out toxins,
liver and kidney functions are

Visit our Blog at
www.purenlightenment.wordpress.com
Keep in touch with us through our
Newsletter tab on the home page
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Energy Therapies:
Reiki,
Therapeutic Touch,
Visual Healing Technique,
Clairvoyance and Channeling

